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1 .0 INTRODUCTION
This first monthly progress report details the mathematical develop-
ments necessary for the extended, Kalman filtering and modified Bryson-
Frazier smoothing algorithms. This is an expansion on the material
presented at the initial meeting on 3 May 1983 including the current
mathematical developments.
In this initial monthly progress report, only the first twelve system
state variables are presented with the necessary mathematical developments
for incorporating them into the filter/smoother algorithm. Other state
variables, i.e., aerodynamic coefficients can be easily incorporated into
the estimation algorithm, representing uncertain parameters, but for
initial checkout purposes are treated as known quantities.
An approach for incorporating the NASA propulsion predictive model
results into the optimal estimation algorithm has been identified. This
approach utilizes numerical derivatives and nominal predictions within
the algorithm with global its. ations of the algorithm. The iterative
process is terminated when the quality of the estimates provided no longer
significantly improves.
f	 2.0 FILTERING AND SMOOTHING ALGORITHM
The Space Shuttle gara^teter Estimation Program utilizes optimal
estimation techniques to provide estimates of the propulsion system
parameters. The technique selected is the extended Kalman filter and
the modified Bryson-Frazier smoother. By modeling the propulsion system
parameters as time correlated random variables, improved estimates of
these parameters are obtained and ax,e prorerly time phased by removing
the f=ilter induced lag by using the combined filter/smoother. The
smoother also provides improved estimates of the initial state ;satimates.
4
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	 The system, in state-space notation, is modeled as the continuous 	 ^.
dynamical system disturbed by additive Gaussian white noise
x = f (x(t), t) -4, G(t) W(t) + u(t), x (0) = x^	 (1 )
where
x = n-dimensional state vector
x	 Gaussian initial condition vector w-Ith covariance P
-o	 0
w(t) = p-dimensional white, zero-mean white Gaussian noise with
covariance
E[w(t) wT (T)] = Q(t) 6(t - T)
u(t) = n-dimensional control vector.
The elements of the vector x(t) represent vehicle position, velocities,
attitudes, angular rates, aerodynamic and propulsion parameters, measure-
ment biases, etc. Elements of u(t) include known contr,7l inputs such
as SSME r	{power level commands.
C= h. — k ) ) + vk	 (2)
where
The system described by equation (1) is observed at discrete tames, tk,
with not all states being directly measured. Some measurements are non-
linear functions of the elements of the state vector x(t). In general
the measurement process is described as
4
t
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zk
 = m-dimensional observation vector
h = functional representation of the measurements in terms of
the states
vk = m-dimensional, zero-mean, while Gaussian noise sequence with
covariance
E(v. v.J = R. b.
1 --3	 1 1)]
Examples of the elements of the observation vector z* include radar
measurements of range, azimuth, and elevation from the radar site to the
vehicle.
It is assumed that the system process noise vector w(t) and the
measurement noise vector vk are uncorrelated. Also, the system state
initial condition vector x is not correlated with either of these two
-o
noise vectors. Therefore
ELw(t)vk] = 0, E[w(t) x0J = 0,	E[^ k = 0
wYare the superscript T denotes transpose.. For later reference, the
following matricies are defined
ef(x(t), t)
F(x(t), t)
	
— 
ax(t)
	
(3)
ah(x(t ) )
x(x (—)) -
	 ax(tk>	 C4)
-- k
These matricies are linearizations of the dynamics and measurement models
respectively, evaluated about either a nominal or reference value of the
state, or about the state estimate.
2.1 Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm
The extended Kalman filter algorithm is in essence a conventional
linear Kalman filter algorithm applied to a mathematical model resulting
from the linearization of the system model equation (1), and measurement
process, equation (2), about a current state estimate. The filter yields
optimal estimates if the linearization is accurate, i.e., the state esti-
mate closely approximates the true state. The derivation of the algorithm
can be found in reference [ 1 7 ..
The algorithm proceeds as follows. After initialization of the state
estimate and covariance, the state estimate and covariance are .propagated
forward in time until a measurement update is available, by
x	 f (x(t), t)
	 ,	 tk-1 < t < t 	 (5)
and
1
h
i
P(t) = F(X(t), t) P(t) + P(t) F(x(t), t)T + G(t) Q(t) G(t)T
	
(6)
nAt the measuremen. time, the state estir,ate and covariance are updated
by
and
Pk (+) 	 (1 - Kk Hk (-x^-k	 Pk(- )	 (8)
where the (-) and W represent the appropriate values just before
and just after the update. The updated values are used to reinitialize
the time propagation equations (3) and (4) for integrating up to the next
measurement time. The Kalman gain matrix is computed c7R
Kk = Pk (-)	 Hk (icj (-) ) T 	 (''k(x^(-))	 Pk (-)	 Hk (x( :°.f)	 + )-^	 (9) r
This algorithm is repeated until the last time point, 	 tN , is processed.
For later use in the smoothen algorithm, various combinations of the state
estimates (x), measurements (z), linearized dynamics matrix (F) and
measurement matrix (H), measurement noise covariance (R) and estimation
error covariance matrix (P) must be stored for each time instant to be
processed by the smoother algorithm.
2.2
	 Modified Bryson-Frazier Smoother Algorithm
f
The operation of the smoother algorithm is similar to the filter
algoritIvii except in reverse time. 	 The derivation of this smoother algorithm
•is'found in reference [2].
	
This fixed interval smoothing algorithm pro-
vides optimal estimates given all the measurements in comparison to the
J ^;
filtering algorithm providing optimal estimates given the previous
i
sF
C
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measurements processed. Therefore the smoother provides improved estimates
in addition to removing the time lag .induced by the filter algorithm.
The smoothing algorithm adjoint variablesr X and A we "initialized"
at the final time processed by the filter, T,
1(T-) = -HN (HN PN HN +
 
RN)-1 (EN - HN (xN (-))) 6 t 	(1^)
N,T
and
A(T-) = HN(HN PN HN + RN)-1 HN 6t 	(11)
N,T
If T is not an observation time, X and A are zero. The adjoint
variables are propagated in reverse time to the next previous measurement
time by
F(x(t), t) a	 ,	 t  < t < tk+1	 (12)
A = — FQK(t.), t IfT
 A — A F(x(t), r)
	
0 )
At the time of an available measurement, t k , thi adjoint variables
are updated by
X(+) - Hk (Hk Pk Hk } Rk ) -1 ((zk - hk(x_k(->))
+ ( k Pk k + k ) Kk X(+))	 (14)
and
A(-)
	 (T - Kk Hk ) T
 A(+) (I - Kk Hk ) + ' k("k Pk Hk + 2';k)-1 k (15)
h
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The smoother state estimate and error covariance Ore obtained using the
filter estimate and covariance and the adjoint variables by
x* (t)	 ^ (t) - P(t) X (t)	 (16)
and
P * (t) = P(t) - P(t) A(t) p(t).
	
(17)
Due to the potential number of time points to be processed, smoother
estimates may only be computed at the discrete measurement times. For
this approach the propagation equations (10) and (11) are replaced by
^k (+)	
'
pk X(-) k+1 	 (18 )
and
A  ( + ) _ 0k Ak+1 (-) "k
	
(19)
where 0k is the state transition matrix formed with the linearized
dynamics matrix F to propagate the adjoint variable from time tk+1
to time tk . The algorithm continues in reverse time until the initial
time is reached.
2.3 Iterations with the Filter/Smoother Algorithm
The performance of the filter/smoother algorithm is a direct result
of the accuracy of ,,.ie linearization. Repeated operations of the al5lorithms
	-with adjustments in initial.state estimates and covariance in each cycle	 I
can yield improved estimates. This technique is known as global iterated
Ifiltering as defined in reference L3]. Each cycle of operating the
algorithmi would yield increasing impat^ ,vemenrs in the state estimates.
This feature of the algorithm operation is of spacial interest to
the propulsion parameter estimation problem using the NASA predictive
models. Initial, or nominal, values of the parameters of interest can
be used to obtain the necessary partial derivatives indicated earlier,
From operating the algorithm improved estimates of those parameters are
obtained. Using these improved estimates, more accurate partial deriva-
tives are obtained for use in the algorithms. This process is continued
until there is in essence no change in the partial derivatives or quality
of tLhe state estimates. If the linearization is accurate, the measure-
ment residual should be a white ,noise process with known covariance.
t
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3.0 FILTER/SMOOTHER ALGORITHM SYSTEM AND MEASUREMENT MODEL
The usefulness of the filter/smoother algorithm is to provide esti-
mates of the system states from the observed motion and dynamics while
the system is driven by known, and unknown elements. These unknown elements
are elements of the system state vector to be estimated. The evolution of
motion resulting from these known and unknown elements is assumed to be
suitably represented for this study by a six degree-of-freedom (6 DOF) rigid
body equations of motion. These equations are presented and discussed in
section 3.1.
To implement these equations t,lto the filter/smoother algorithm
presented in section 2.0, a linearization of the system state and measure-
ment models is required. These linearized equations are presented in
section 3.2.
3.1 Equations of Motion and Measurement Equations
3.1.1 Rigid Body Equations of Motion
The rate of change of vehicle velocity in body coordinates, v(B),
as a result of external forces acting on the vehicle is described by
	
2	 (B)	 (B)
• (B)	 PAvIII 	 B I (I)
	 (I)) - w x v (B)	 -rv	
= 2m cf + c	 (r	 + m + m
	
(20)
where
p = atmospheric density
A aerodynamic coefficient referenced area
v= magnitude of vehicle velocity relative to the surrounding air
mass
rORIGINAL
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cf aerodynamic force coefficient vector
^^ ) (r (i) ) = gravity vector in inertial coordinates
w = angular rotation of the body relative to the inertial frame
f1g) x resultant thrust force vector in body coordinates
f( B ) = resultant plume force vector in body coordinates
The rate of change of vehicle position in inertial coordinates, r(^),
is then obtained by
	
^(2) 
= I	 C B v (B)	 (21)
where 1C:B is the transformation matrix from body coordinates to
inertial coordinates. The elements of the I C B transformation matrix
are obtained from the resulting Euler angles defined by
• c
	
1	 sinytane	 cosytane p
	
A _ 0	 cosy	 -siny	 q
	
0	 sinysece	 cosysece r
where 9, 9, and + are roll, pitch and yaw attitudes respectively.
The roll, pitch and yaw rates of the body relative to inertial coordinates
are p, q ) and r respectively. Finally, the rate of change of the body
rates relative to inertial is given by
i
i
^^
	
w
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1
p
	
PAv2	 PAv2
w	 _ ] -1 t 2m	 + 2m (EA 
_ 
r	 x sf
i'
- w x ( Irw ) + ^)	 .P+ T(B) 7	 (23)
where
I = vehicle moments of inertia matrix
Ac 
m = aerodynamic coefficient referenced length and moment
coefficient vector
()r 	 = vehicle center-of-gravity vector in body coordinatesV
aerodynamic coefficient reference position in body coordinates
(B) = resultant thrust torque vector in body coordinates
Tp$) = resultant plane torque vector in body coordinates
The equations of motion represent the first twelve elements of the system
state vector. These equations are summarized in Table 3 .1 .1 -1 .
The moment of inertia matrix I in general is given by
x	 xy	 Zx
I	
-?xy	
I 	
-I z
	
(24)
zx	 y^	 z
for the moment axis terms, i.e., I y , and the product of inertia terms,
i.e.,
	 Izx.
it ,
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The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients and plume forces are
defined as functions of angle-of-attack, a, and angle-of-sideslip, S, as
shown in Figure 3.1 .1-1 . The body referenced relative velocity vector,
removing the wind velocity, vw , from the vehicle velocity, is given by
(B)	 B I
	 (B)	 B LL (LL)
__r
y
	- 
C vw= 	 - C 
vw	
(l5)
where v (LL) is the local-level referenced wind velocity vector. The
following equations define a and
	
in terms of the components of vr
k v
r
c = tan -1
 ( v 3)
	
(26)
r1
i
t	 vr
	
= sin -1 ( 2)	 (27)
M
where
M = (v2 + v2 + r2)
	 (28)r	
r
1	 2	 3
The resultant thrust force f (^B) is expanded as
f T.
f (B) _
	
BCC. 0	 E BCC f (^')	 (29)
-'ri
0
where the transformation matrix B C % transforms the magnitude of thrust
for each thrusting device, f %) from its center-line to the bodyT.
1
coordinates. The general eqaution for f T is
i
r
n
r
g'
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where
	
fT	 = vacuum thrust
i vac
P
e 
= motor exit pressure
.
z
A = motor exit cone area
e
The matrix BCi is different for the SSME's and SRB's and is gi ven by
BCMP MPCG, GCq,
	
SSME
B Ii
	C 	 =
BCq,	 SRB
where
BCMP 
= transformation from the engine mount plane to the body
coordinates
MP CG = transformation from the gimbal reference plane to mount plane
(structural deformation)
GCS' transformation from enterline to the gimbal reference plane
BCC = t'xansformation from SRB nozzle centerline to the body
coordinates (gimbal angles).
(30)
M
ig
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The resultant thrust torque is the summation of the torque contribution
from each thrusting device and is given bey
	
f T.	 (31)
T(B)	 B (r (B)	 r(B)) x BCg,	
0
—T	 i=1 --Ti	--Cg	 i
0
where
r(B) 
= body coordinates of the thrust reference point for the
ith thrusting device.
3.1.2 Measurement Equations
The measurements assumed available for the filter/smoother algorithm
include inertial platform acceleration and attitudes, ground based radar
tracking, SRB's head pressure, SSME's chamber pressures, liquid H 2 flow
rates, pressurant flow rates. The ET volumetric levels are available;
however, due to their limited number (4), they may only be used for
alternate checks of the filter/smoother algorithm performance.
The propulsion related measuremetns will be treated in a separate
section. In the following, the inertial platform acceleration measurements,
attitude measurements and ground based tracking measurements models will
be described for later linearization.
r
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3.1.2.1 Platform Acceleration Measurements
Accelerometers mounted orthogonally on an inertially stabilized
platform,not located at the vehicle center of gravity, sense externally
applied special forces and accelerations due to body rotation. The
accelerometer measurement is modeled by
	
2	 (B)	 (B)
	
Av(S) = S C P PCP' P 1 ^B C P m	 f
	
xcu x w	
(r(B) _ r (B) ) + w x (r (B) - r (B) )] + b(S) + v (S)	 (32)
	
-- W	 --s	 -cg	 —	 -s	 Cg	 a	 a
where
SCP =transformation from platform coordinates to sensing coordinates
PCP = transformation from misaligned platform coordinates to
platform coordinates
P CH = transformation from body to mi8 aligned platform coordinates
ESB) = body coordinates of the platform center
b (S) = accelerometer bias vector
-a
(S)v 	 = accelerometer measurement noise vector
-a
3.1.2.2 Platform Attitude Measurements
The inertially stabilized platform for the STS is a four axis IMU
with a redundant roll axis (4]. vehicle body attitudes are generated
1
via guaternions (5]. It is assumed that an equivalent representation 	 t
r3
4
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can be made to obtain vehicle attitude by a three rotation sequence of
roll, pitch, yaw to transform from inertial to body coordinates.
	 This
approach has been used in reference (67'•.
The attitude angle measurement model is given by
S) = 0 + b	 +	 S)	 (33)
where
be
 = platform misalignment bias vector (used to formulate pCP1)
c
v(s) = attitude measurement noise vector.
i The transformation mst$;x ix used to transform from body to inertial
f
coordinates in terms of the elements of the
	 0 vector is given by
°
(
^cosecos^	 sinysin6cosc	 cosgsinocos^
-cost's inc	 +sings incj
ICB _	 cososin^	 sinysinesinc	 cosysinosinc	 (34)
+cosgcos^	 -sinycos^
-s inO	 sinycoso	 cosTcoso
I
<r
.i
i 3.1.2.3	 Ground Based Tracking Measurement s
k Ground based radar tracking devices can provide measurements of
range, azimuth and elevation from the radar sight to the vehicle.
	 Azimuth
and elevation are established relative to the sight's local level.
	 If
wTART^Mrl^a°°^r^r:avn=arv•zruw3v:tan.^+^irv---.--+NY-+ve..^+.^..«is»^++..._... 	 w^wvr4^%3-
r;	 r
i
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i
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the tracking device is a passive optical tracker (not laser) then only
azimuth and elevation measurements are available requiring more than one
t
to establish position information.
Defining x, y, and z as the local east, north and up position of the
vehicle relative to the ground based tracking device, the radar measurement
equations are given by
P = (x2
 + y2
 + z2 )	 + by
 + vp 	(35)
R
r A	 tany) + bA + V(36)
pp
t'
A
E = tan -1 -a 	) bE
 + AE
 + vE 	(37)
x2 + y2 {
where
r'
bp , bA , bE
 = range, azimuth, elevation biases
"r
AE = atmospheric retraction correction s
ii
vp , vA , vE	range, azimuth, elevation measurement noise.
The position vector of the vehicle relative to the tracking device is
given by G	 ;,
x
A ^ ML)	 LLCECF ^ECFCECI r (I)	 (ECF)7	 (38)Y
	
_
V	 --	 ERDR
Z
J	 s
i
l	 ^
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where
LLCECF = transformation from earth center fixed to local level
ECFECIC 	
= earth centere;^d inertial to earth centered fixed
r(ECF) = position vector of tracking dev9.ce in ECF coordiantes.
The transformation matrix LLCECF is given by
-sinX	 -sinLcosX	 cosLcosX
LLECFC
	
=	 cosA	 -sinLsinl	 cosLsinA
0	 cost	 sinL
.^
where L and a are the geodetic latitude and east longitude of the
device. The transformation matrix ECFCECI is given by
Cos [wE (t - tRNP))	 sin [wE (t - tRNP)]	 0
ECFCECI _	
-sill [wE(t - tRNP
	
Cos [wE (t - tRNP)1	 0 [RNP7 (40)
0	 0	 1j
where
W  = earth rotation rate
tRNP = time tag for RNP matrix
F)
The position vector, r (ECF) of the tracking device is given by
(39)
f
i
f
i
s
I
j
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( + h) cosLco i
y COS 2 L +	 (1 - e) 2 sin 2L
(ECF)
r
( RE + h) cosLsii
RDR
2 L 2-- e) 2LsinCOS +	 (1
RE (1 - e)2
( - --- + h) sinL
COS 2 L +	 (1 - e) 2 sin2L
(41)
s
	 K^
where
RE = equatorial radius of Fisher ellipsoid
e	 flattening of Fisher ellipsoid
h = altitude of the device above Fisher ellipsoid 	 t
,f
l
j	 »
i^
Wti
3.2 Linearized System State and Measurement Equations
The vehicle equations of motion are nonlinear functions of their
motion variables and are implicit functions of other elements of the
system states. The measurement equations involve similar function rela-
tionships. The linearizations for the filter/smoother algorithm require
partial derivatives with respect to the motion variables, i.e., v (g) and
0, and with respect to other elements of cha state vector. yielding
explicit functional relationships for the elements of interest.
For system state equations the partial derivatives wil y be presented
in section 3.2.1 for the state elements in order of occurrence: for the
first twelve states. Other partial derivatives for candidate state ele-
ments will follow in section 3.3.1, The measurement equation partial
derivatives for the first twelve states will be presented in section 3.2.2.
Partial derivatives of the measurement equations for other candidate states
will be presented in section 3.3.2.
The resulting partial derivatives are imbedded into the linearized
system state matrix, F(x(t), t), as shok fn in Figure 3.2-1 . A corresponding
linearized measurement matrix, H(xK ), is similarly formed with the
measurement equations' partial derivatives.
3.2.1 System State Partial Derivatives
Partial derivatives of each of the equations listed in Table
are developed in, their order of occurrence with respect to the order of
z
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the corresponding etates. Partial derivatives of thrust terms are presented
as though for a single device.
Inertial Position hate Eauation
The first nonzero partial derivative of the r(I) equation is with
respect to v(B).
av(B) (z
(I) ) 
= 
I CB.
	 (42)
The second nonzero partial derivative is with respect to e. This partial
derivative results in a third order tensor and occurs frequently in later
developments. The generalized form is presented in Appendix. A.
Body Velocity Rate Equation
The partial derivative of v (B) with respect to r (l) is given for
altitude terms approximately as
a _a x
(I)T
Or(i) r ah Ir(x)1	 (43)
where
av (B)	 Avg
m 9 pAv	 avm	 m
pAv2
m
ac	 pAv2 as
-f as	 m	 -:E aR_
ah	 ih ah =f m	 Cf	 ah -'- 2m as	 ah +	 2m	 80	 ah
O (%)
ap	 Of (B) of {B) 8f (B)+ 1-( BCC°	 T
m	 aps
s ^ , +
ah	 ah
"p as +	
-p	 a )	 (44)
ah	 as	 Pjhah
7
4^}
4
s
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The partial derivatives of 	
a v`
	
"8a
'8v(B) 	 av(B)
as	 as
' ahav (B)
8a	 6V
ah	 and	 Oh
occur frequently and are given in Appendix B.
The gravity vector
	
BCI 
9-(I)(r(1))	 partial derivative with respect
to	 r (l)	 is
2
3r1. - 1 3r1 r2
3
3r1 r222
ICI IrI ICI
( y )	 (T)
B I b5 	 (r	 ) .B 1	 µ	 r1 r2
2
r2 r2r3
Br(i)
_
Ir(I) 13 	 31 x12 3 1rj 2 	- 1 3-1x12
3r1
 r2
3r2r2
2
3 r32 - 1
I r.1 Iri IE1
f
(45)
where
µ = gravitational constant.
av(B)
The partial derivative,8r(Il , is the sum of the matricies in equations
and
The partial derivative of v^ B) with respect to v (B) is given by
av (B) pA 
m	
avm	
PAym R 8m	 PA m 2 aEf as
av(B)
	
m cf ay (B)	 2m as 
av (B)	 2m as ay (B)
1 a^ as 
a-P 
as
m	 as av(B) + as av(B)	 - (46
E
c
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whore
{w } skew symmetric matrix made from the elements of the vector w
and equivalen,. to the cross product operator 	 w x ( ).
The partial derivative of
	
v (B)	 with respect to	 0	 is
a^r^ B) pAvn
	 av	 av 	 pA m2 a°f a«	 av^
ae_ m cf UTae +	 2m aaa av	 ae
--x
	
—	 --r—
a
pA m	 a2f as	 a—vr	 a	 B I	 (I)
(	 c	 (r	 ) a
x(I
s 2t
-- n
	 as av
	
ae	 ae
i
of (B)	 av	 of (B)	 av
(47)
M
	
as	 av	 ae	 as	 av	 ao
-r	 --F
The partial derivatives of	 8a	 are given in Appendix B and the partial
-r
av
derivative 8	 is given in Appendix A. 	 The last partial derivative
is given in Appendix C.
The partial derivative of
	
v (B)	 with respect to	 w	 is
av (B) pAv 2aSLf
aw 2 m	 aw + ^v—(B) 1	 (48)
ear+
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Euler Angle Rate Equation
The Euler angle rate equation is a function of both the Euler angles
and the inRrtial rates. The linearization will yield the two associated
m atricies.
First with respect to the vector e, the following matrix results
gcosytane- rsingtane	 gsinTsec20 + rcosTsec 2e	 0
ae
a8	 gsiny - rcosy	 0	 0
gcosysece - rsinycose gsinysecetane + rcosysecetane	 0
•
The partial derivative of e with respect to w is
	
1	 sincptane	 coscptand
ae
	
8w - 0	 cosy	 -sincp
	 (50)
	
0	 sinysece	 cosTsece
Inertial Angular Acce leration Equation
The first partial derivative of this equation is with respect to the
	
vector r (I) Using the approximation indicated in equation 	 , this
partial derivative is
(49)
h +!
,t
i?
i
k
4
s`
IY	 .
i
r^,
OF pOOR
2
aw	
= [Il -1 
{Ad
m	 c + (pv Ado + (r (B) _ r (B) ) x pv Ac )avm
ar (I)	 2 ah -m	 m -m	 --A	 -cg	 m -f ah
Pvm 2 a-M (s)	 (B) 2 Adp m act as+ (	 2 as + _(rte	 ^cg ) x	 2 8a) ah
(51)
(pvm2
ac
( (B)	
- 
r(B))
P m2Ad a^) aR
2 as + EA 	
-cg x 2 as	 ah
+	 ((r (B)
- 
r (B) ) x BCC, a T
	 a ps + e^ a	 as + aTp as )} z--
-T -cg aps ah	 ah as	 8h	 aR ah Ir(I)I
Next, with respect to the vector v (B) , the partial derivative is
•
aw	
= [I] -1 ((pv Ad c + (r (B) - r(B)	 av) x pv A c )	 m
av(B)	 m -m	 —a,	 -cg	 m -f av(B)
pv
(m2Ad am + 
( r (B) _ r(B)) x pv
n2A%i CI!	
as
2	 aoc	 KA 	 -cg	 2	 as av (B)
2	 2Ad 	 Ad a
Pv	 am	 -cm	 (B)	 (B)	 P m	
^ 
a^
+ (	 2	 as + (rA	 - r-cg ) x	 2	 as) av(B)
aTp as
	 aT as
+ as av 53) + a0 av(B)}
(52)
n
!i
f
;i
I
t`
`t
i
u	 i
f	 i
ii
i h
I	 i
F
j.
i_
1 _
10
F
k s
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The partial derivative with respect to the vector a is
aw
LI] ^1 	{(	 mAd -M +TT =	 pv
II)
	 (( E	
_ cg)) X p mA
av
Ef ) a
v 2	 ac
p m 	 -m	 (B) (B)
2pmAac^
a«+ (
	 2	 a« + (E rcg ) X	 2	 a«) ae
v 2Ad ac
+ 'cp m
	 -m ( r (B) - r (B) )
2
p m A ac 0
+2	 as	 A -cg x 2	 as ) ae
aTp a«
	 aTp a$
+	 +	 } `a« ae	 as ae
(53)
The final partial derivative for the first twelve states is with respect
to the vector w. This operation yields
•	 2	 2
aw - [Ii-1 p	 a
	
m	
8a1
-M + ;r (B) 
- 
r(B)4 pA m
aw	 2	 aw	 A	 -cg	 2	 aw
(54)
+ ^Iwl - {w4- I}
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3.2.2 Measurement Partial Derivatives
The measurements assumed to be available, as discussed earlier, include
ground based radar tracking, inertially stabilized platform attitudes
relative to the vehicle body, and stabilized platform mounted 3 axis
orthogonal accele xitions. As with tine state dynamics matrix, the measure-
ment equations are linearized aobut the best state estiamtes.
Radar Track Measurement Equation
Referring to the radar track measurement equations, the required
partial derivatives are
8Ar (LL)
8P	
-
 
—P— --y	 (55 )
ar
(I)	 8Ar (LL) 8r (I)
^-v
aAr (LL)8A _ 8A
	 w
8r(i) _ 8Ar (LL) ar(I)	 (56)
V	 --
8Ar (LL)8E_	 8E	 -v	 (57)
ar(I)
	
aAr(LL)
	 ar(i)
-v
aAr (LL)
The last partial. derivative in each of these equations,	
-(I) 	 is8r
aAr (LL) 
LL ECF ECF^ECI.	 (58)ar(I)	 C
b
,e
a
^	 1
f
r
(1
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The rest of the required partial derivatives are
ap	 - Ar(LL)T/
I Ar
aAr (LL)	 --v	 _v I
--v
aA	 , y	 - x
= Lx2 +y2 s x2 +,,2 ^]aAr(LL) V
a (LL ) = L	
-xz	
' / -yz
	 x2 +2 y 2	(61
adry	 Ft? Y x2 + 2	 '	2 V x2 + y 2 	P
	
y	 P
Inertially Stabilized Platform Attitude Equation
The inertial platform is assumed to provide attitude angle measure-
ments of the true attitude plus an attitude bias plus measurment noise.
The partial derivative of the measured attitudes with respect to the
vector 6 yields an identity matrix.
Accelerometer Measurement Equation
The accelerometer senses sepcific body forces excluding gravity along
the sensing axes. With reference to the accelerometer equation, the
partial derivative with respect to r (I) is
I
(59)
(60)
t.
^i
i	 .
i^
(i
1
4
'	 a
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aa (S)	 Av 2	 pAv	 av
-m _ SCB ( m ap c
f 	 m 
m C	 m
ar ( I ) -	 ?m ah E	 -f ah
2
pA m aCf 3a PA m 
2 
'32f as
* 2m as ah
	
2m (3a ah	 (62)
of (^) a	 of (B)	 of (B)	 r(2)T
1 B (L -T	 ps	 -P	 act	 -P	 %iR
m ( C aps 	ah	 as ah + 70 ah ) ] I -
The partial derivative with respect to v (B) yields
aa (S)	 pAv	 av	 pAv 2 ac	 pAv 2 ac
-m	 SCB^ m e
	
m	 m f as	 m -f a^
av(B) _
	
m -f av (B)
	
2m	 am av ( B) 	 2m	 aB 8v (B)
1 of P as	 of P as
m am
For the partial derivative of the accelerometer with respect to
the vector 6, the measurement equation is temporarily rewritten as
(S) - SP 1 P'B (B)	 (S)a	 C	 C s	 + Ii 	 (64)
where the vector s (B) represents the sum of the aerodynamic, thrust,
plume and rotational coupling terms. The matrix 
P1 
CB is the same
matrix as ICB . The required partial derivative results from
MP
i
,t
i
i
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(s)(3a 	
= SCP' 8	 I C B s (B) .	 (65)N	 ae
The partial derivative on the right hand side is developed in Appendix A
with the vector s (B) representing the sum of the terms indicated above.
The final partial derivative for the accelerometer measurement is
with respect to the body rotation vector w. Defining
Art
s
Ar	 Art	 = (r (B) - r (BB) )	 (66)s
s
Ara
s
and denoting w  as the i th element of the vector w, the resulting
matrix is
w2Ar2
 + w3Ar3	w1Ar2 - 2w2Ar1	 w1Ar3 - 2w3Ar1
aew = SCB tu2Ar1 - 2w1 Ar2	w1Ar1 +w3Ar3
	 w2Ar3 - 2w3Ar2 	(67)
w3Ar1
 - 2w1 Ar3	w3Ar2 - 2w2Ar3	 w 1 Ar1 + w2Ar2
r
mass flow rates are modeled by
f  = f 	 + AfT
nom
and
m 0	m0 1 + Am 
2	 2	 2
nom
t .^	 a
'
e
s,
i
fl^M
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3.3 Propulsion Parameter States and Measurements
A candidate approach for incorporating the NASA propulsion model's
capabilities has been identified. This approach utilizes nominal pre-
dicted values of thrust, pressure, propellant and pressurant mass flow
rates, and utilizes sensitivities or partial derivatives of these
variables with respect to the independent parameters selected for esti-
mation by the algorithm.
The approach is to include deviations from nominal values of
measured chamber pressure, power level, propellant and pressurant mass
flow rates as states. The models assumed for these deviations are time
correlated random processes. Then as states, partial derivatives of
the first twelve states with respect to these variables will be required.
For the SSME and SRB, this modeling approach is discussed in the
following. Additionally, the ne.essary partial derivatives of the first
twelve state variables with reseect to the additional states are presented.
3.3.1 SSME Propulsion Parameter Model
For the SSME, the total actual values of vacuum thrust and oxidizer
i
f
OF p00R QUALITY
The measurements of fuel mass flow rate, pressurant mass flow rates and
2 J
f
power level are modeled as
m	 ern	 +An	 +b • 	+s • 	(70)
H2	
H2nom	 H2	 mH2	 mH2
m	 =m	 +t1m	 +b•	 +s•	 (71)
H2o	
H2	 H2	
mH2	 mH2pnom	 p	 p	 p
M	 =m	 +dm	 +b•	 { s •	 (72)
.^ J	 02p	 d2p	 02p	 m02	 m02
nom
	 p	 p
and
t
PL =PL nom+ APL + bPL + sPL .	 (77)	 ;!
These measured quantities include measurement noise s ( ) and potential
bias states b (
 ) modeled as random constants. In these measurements,
the A'd variables are to be included as states in the estimation
algorithm. If the nominal values are zero or unknown, then the d'd
variables absorb the entire estimate. Where required, the estimate for
4
the variables used in the estimation algorithm is formed using the
nominal and the estimate of the deviation, etc. In example, thrust and
fuel mass flow rate estimates are formed as
fT = f T	 + Af T	(74)
nom
1
t
ri'
^i
r^
1A
3.
c	 ,`
j^j
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m = m
	
+ Am + b e	(75)
H2	
H2nom
	
tit	
mFiZ
The deviation, or A'd measurement variables are modeled as time
correlated random variables. This permits these varaables to vary within
a band of frequencies. The typical model is then given as
Et 	) r - T
	
A( ) + Ts( )
	
(76)
where the parenthesis ( ) would be replaced by the variables, i.e. ) m 
*	 2
For the SSME, an additional variable Ac is modeled as in equation
rr .„ u
76 and included as a state mult	 variable with the A'd measurement
varie,')les .
The thrust deviation is expanded as in the following truncated Taylor
series as a function of the independent parameters.
Of
	 of	 of
_ T	 T	 T
AfT ar^H
	 A B + arA02	
^2	 + aAc* Ac2p	 p 	 p
Of
	
^	 of
+ aPL APL + aMR AMR. 	 (77)
In the v (B) and	 equations, with equation 77 repla^.ing f T
the partial derivatives of f T with respect to the A'd variables are
obtained directly from equation 77.
a
Y
Y
{f
	^y y/^f^y j	 }} w
+e^5
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It is desirable to .include vehicle mass as a state. 7ho SSMEOs
system contribution to the mass deviation is given by
Am
SSME' s ffi 
E (^tn H 	+ 'AM" 0
	- dmH 	- Qtn0 	) .
	
(78)
	i 	 2.	 2.	 2	 2
1	
1	
pi	 pi
	In equation 78, the Am 
	
contribution to the mass deviation is not
z
available from measurements. As with the thiuet deviation, this quantity
is formed as
am	 am	 am
Nn - 02 Am
	
+ 02 - Lim	 +	 02 Dc*
'	
02 C 1H'	 H2p	 CO2	
02P	
aAc*
	
,p	
A
am	 am
	
2	 APL +	 2	 AMR.
	 (79)
aPL	 a R 
which is in terms of other estimated state variables. In equations 77
and 79, the deviation in mixture ratio, AMR, is obtained algebraically
from
mH2	 - mH2
AMR _	 nom	 (80)
&H2
aMR
F
f
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3.3 .2 SRB Propulsion Parr?etsr Model
The approach for the SRB modeling follows closely that used for the
SSME. Candidate independent parameters includo propellant burn rate
exponent, a, and motor efficiency coefficient, m. others can be added
using this technique.
The actual value of vacuum thrust is given by equation 68. The
only measurement available for the SRB is the total pressure at the
forward head end of the motor case and is modeled as
Pp = PC 
H	
+ AP O
H^ POp
+ b + s	 (81)
H	
nom	 H	 H
where b ( ) and s (
 ) represents a bias and measurement noise respectively.
The independent parameters, Qa and Ocm , are included in the
..yy;
model as states. The model assumed can be as given by equation 76 or
?	 another suitable dynamical process, i.e., random constant.
The thrust deviation is given by the following truncated Taylor
series as a function of the candidate independent parameters.
Qf T = a Qa + 8c Ac  +	 (82)
m
The partial derivatives for the v (B) and w equations with respect to
S
}
	
	 the independent parameters are obtained directly from equation 82. The
mass deviation equation for the SRB is ,given as
SRB	 E (Am )	 (83)
I
(I
'S
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where
AM ' as Aa +	
(84)
The head pressure deviation, AP O , is expanded similarly
H
a^0
LIP OH	
as
Da	 (85)
3.3.3 Vehicle Mass State Variable
The total rate of change of vehicle mass is given by
d + m	 cl^ifi	
-i .0
	 + m	 (86)
nom
dt 
(m 
w 
^tSSMEnom
	 SRB	
SSME	 SRB	 NON-CONSUME
The first two terms in this equation are the apriori assumed nominal
values. The third and fourth terms were discussed earlier. The last
term should be zero.
The equations, state and measurement ) in which mass occurs are the
v (B) and am equations. Assuming equation 86 can be summarized as
m + EAmi then the mass can be written as m + EAmi . Replacing thisi	 i
expression for the mass in the two indicated equations yields the
following partial derivatives with respect to the individual AmiIs
C1 v 
(B)	 2
BAm.
	
_ _	
1	 2 (p' Vit	 cf + ff	
+ BCg' f	 (87)
i	 (m + BAmi )	 zi
s
f__	 it .
4.0 PROJECTED ACTIVITIES DURING UPCOMING MONTH
The mathematical development of the system and measurement equations
and their linearization will be concluded. Included will be partial
derivatives with respect to rrCg , vW , and I for center-of-gravity, wind
velocity, and moment of inertia uncertainties. Additionally, partial
derivatives with respect to platform tilt errors in the accelerometer
measurement equations will be formulated.
The estimation program development will be initiated. The program
will be structured to permit additional pare,v.eter states to be included
with minimal impact to the program. As experience is gained with the
operation and results of the program, changes will inevitably be required.
Initial checkouts will focus on the propulsion parameter estimation with
other parameters assumed known, i.e., aerodynamic coefficients. Tnese
will be included in the state model later for a more extensive evaluation.
I
t;r
•	 i
h
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PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF THE 'VECTOR 	 ICB v wrt e
This partial derivative is one of several that occurs frequently in
the formulation of the linearized system state and measuremetn ega;ttions.
i
The desired partial derivative is
(cosecos+)v + (sinysinAcos+ )v 	+ ( cosysinecos+ ) v1 -cosysin+	 2 +sinysin+
	
3
8 (cosesin+)v
^9	 1
+ (sincpsinesin+)	
+
(cosysinesin+) 
V+cosycos+	 v2 -sinycos+	 3 A-1
(-sinO )v1 + (sinycose )v2	 + (cosycose ) v3
};
The resulting matrix is given in Table A-1.
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APPENDIX B
s
w
a m	 as	 as	 aa	
a8^ 
and	 m ExpressionsB
av ( )	 av (B) 	 av (B)' ah
)
 ah	 ah
These partial derivatives occur frequently and will be developed
in this appendix. The equation for v is
vw
v ( B ) - BOLL (LL)	
B-1
g	
Since the Lind velocity, v (LL) , is only a function of :altitude then
a	 a
B-2
-r
av	
-	 (B) '
c	 	 av
d	
av
The first partial derivative,	 mB), is
aV
V
'
I r1
a
m 1
=(B) vr2av m
v
r3
	
The second	 a«
	
'	 (B) ' is given by
a^
B-3
1
s
k
^a
^:.,,..	
.
v
♦S
-v
r3
v 2 + v 2
r1
	r3
as
av (B)	 O
v
r1
v 2 + v 2
r1
	r3
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B-4
The equation for as- as ^ is
-v v
r1 r2
m 3^ 
yr 
2 + y 2
r
	
1	 3
as 
	 2	 2
av	 vr1 + vr3
V 3
m
-v v
r2 r3
vm3^vr2+ r2
	
1	 3
i
B-5
?t
°yS
T
I
I	 a
f,
t
c.
5
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The following equations define the last three required partial derivatives
av(LL)
as _ _ as
	
B LL -w	 B-6
ah	 av(B)
	
C	 ah r
(LL)
as _ _ 0	 DC LL a^w	 B-7
ah	 av(B)	 ah
(LL)
a m _R	 B LL a^w	 B-a
ah _
	
av(B)	 C	 ah
G
s^
F'
1s`
^i
^i
{{
1
M` r,
^yyi
5!
r^
ov
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APPENDIX C
PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF THE VECTOR B C I v wrt A
The third of the frequently occurring required partial derivatives
is
rcosecos(p v 1
	+ cosesin^ v2
	- sine v3
a	 ^sinysinecosc )v	 + (sinysinesinc )v
	
+ sinycose vae	 -cosgsin^	 1	 +cosycosc	 2	 3
(cosysinecosc )v
	
+ (cosysinesin+)v
	 + cosycose v+sinysin+	 1	 -sinycos+
	
2	 3
The resulting matrix is given in Table. C-1.
i^
C-1	 n^
M
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